Meeting Agenda

I. INTRODUCTION OF ATTENDEES/FELLOWSHIP DIRECTORS AND INDUSTRY PARTNERS

II. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT FLORIDA FELLOWSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

III. ESTABLISHED BENEFITS FOR FELLOWSHIP TRAINING AND MISSION STATEMENT DEVELOPMENT (Dr Perler)

IV. REVIEW OF ORGANIZATIONAL SETUP THROUGH THE FPMS (all)
   a) Discuss participating fellowship criteria
   b) Discuss application criteria and set up dates
   c) Discuss use of funding
      i) Research related funding
      ii) Stipend reimbursement formula
      iii) Travel costs for training workshops
      iv) Applicable expenses such as surgical loupes, surgical textbooks, etc.
      v) 3% donation for FPMS
      vi) Site related funding opportunities to run through FPMS
         (1) Funding for mission trips (site by site)
         (2) Research funding for a specific site

V. REVIEW OF SPONSORSHIP EFFORTS (Karen)
   a) Update of efforts so far
   b) Discuss challenge of funding a fellowship locally versus through FPMS
   c) Discuss funding objectives
d) Discuss funding appropriation

e) *Discuss approach to industry with input from industry partners*
   
i) *What is industry looking for... what is the win/win scenario?*
   
ii) Challenge of funding of a fellowship

iii) What’s in it for industry?

   1. Ability to support advance podiatric educational activities and fellowship training
   2. Ability to fund single source for multi-center research studies
   3. Ability to access a network of advanced trained surgeons focused on advancing our profession (directors, attendings, current fellows and alumni)
   4. Ability to provide single-site training workshops/labs for all Florida Fellowships
   5. Product promotion

VI. MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR FPFS PARTICIPATION/FUNDING

a) Fellowship director must be FACFAS and board certified in ABPS foot surgery and Reconstructive Rearfoot and Ankle Surgery

b) Fellowship site should produce a minimum of 2 research activities (article submission, poster presentation, or participation in an ongoing/active research project)

c) Fellowship must be ACFAS recognized or CPM approved within 1 year

d) Fellows must participate in FPMA SAM seminar fellows breakout meeting. Must also present a paper, lecture or present a poster at the meeting

e) Fellows are encouraged in participate in educational activities/workshops provided by sponsoring orthopedic industry partners

VII. OPEN DISCUSSION & CLOSING REMARKS